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Beughem, Cornelis van. Bibliographia medica & physica novissima. Amsterdam: Jans-
sonius van Waesberghe, 1681. In-16, [8], 503 pp. Cont. Dutch vellum with yapp edges 
(binding little stained, paper browned at the beginning). This medical bibliography by the 
foremost bibliographer of the 17th century contains the works published from 1651 to 
1581. Included about 2000 writers (4000 titles according to Besterman) arranged alpha-
betically by the last name of the author, separately listing publications in Latin, French, 
Spanish, Italian, English, German and Dutch. The bibliography “is probably as complete 
and as accurate as was possible at that time. Its main importance is that it is the first work 
to break down the overwhelmingly large production of medical works into easily digested 
portions by a time span.” (Brodman) NLM XVII, 1179.  € 885.-

Brant, Sebastian. Das Narrenschiff. Leopolis: Oleg De-
nysenko, 1998. 4to (31 cm), 78 pp, relief printing in red and 
black on Hahnemühle paper, 8 etchings signed in pencil, 
hand painted initials. Bookblock sewed on cords attached to 
the first and the last page, inserted in a leather case, raised 
bands, etched plate mounted on the front cover, silk book-
mark with a metal bell at the end, blind-stamped and printed 
pastdowns. Limited to 9 copies, this is no. 3 signed by Oleg 
Denysenko, renowned Ukrainian graphic artist who de-
signed, printed, illustrated and bound this book.  € 680.-
Catalogue des Cartes Géographiques, Topographiques & 
Marines, de la Bibliothèque du Prince Alexandre Laba-
noff de Rostoff, a Saint-Pétersbourg. Suivi d’une Notice de 
Manuscrits. Paris: Firmin Didot, 15th April 1823. 8vo (20 x 
13.2 cm), VIII, 494, [2] pp, half chagrin over marbled 

boards, original wrappers bound in (little foxing, blind collector stamps on the title and 
the first page). The catalog of the map collection of the Duke Aleksandr Lobanov-Ros-
tovsky (1788-1866), a Russian general and diplomat. The catalog was written by the 
Duke himself with the help of Charles Piquet. One of 230 copies privately printed by 
Firmin Didot.  € 1,550.-
Eusebius of Caesarea; Aucher, Joannes Baptista. Chronicon bipartitum nunc primum 
ex armenïaco textu in latinum conversum adnotationibus auctum graecis fragmentis ex-
ornatum. Venice: Mekhitarians of San Lazaro, 1818. 2 vol. in-4, [12], XL, 408 pp; [8], 
380, [3] pp. Cont. calf backed marbled boards (bindings little rubbed, free end-papers 
browned). From the libraries of M. A. G. du Plessis and P. de la Morandière (book-
plates). Text in Armenian, Greek and Latin. The first edition of the part of Eusebius’ 
Chronicle preserved only in Armenian printed by Mekhitarian monks on San Lazaro island 
in Venice.  € 820.-
Katalog der Ornamentstichsammlung der Staatlichen Kunstbibliothek Berlin. Berlin 
and Leipzig: Verlag von Kunstwissenschaft, 1939. 4to (30.5 cm), XVI, 782, [2] pp. 
French half-morroco with corners, four raised bands, spine gilt, marbled end-papers, teg 
(bookplate mounted on the front pastdown). Beautiful copy of the catalog of the art 
library which once was the biggest and the finest in the world. 5435 works are described, 
part of them were lost during the WW2. The most important bibliography of books on the 
decorative arts.  € 480.-

Kohl, Johann Peter. Introductio in historiam et rem literariam 
Slavorum. Altona: Jonas Korten, 1729. In-8, [12], 418 pp, 1 
folding plate. Cont. calf, flat spine gilt, two labels with title, triple 
filets on the front and back covers, aeg, marbled end-papers 
(first and last leaves browned, some foxing and darkening of 
 paper inside, 19th century inscription top of the blank inserted 
before title). In 1725 German theologian Johann Peter Kohl 
(1698-1778) was appointed as a professor of the Imperial Acade-
my of Sciences in Saint Petersburg. He fell in love with Russian 
princess, was declared mad and shipped back with a lifelong 
pension. This rare book, one of the first Russian literary histories, 
is Kohl’s the most important work. The first part is concerned 
with Slavonic bibles (discussing among other topics the origins 
of printing in Russia), the second part is dealing with the Slavonic 
translations of Ephrem the Syrian. Estreicher XIX, 394.  € 940.-

Obermaier, Michał (Fulgenty). Arytmetyka praktyczna kieszonkowa. Warsaw: The Piarist 
Fathers, 1773. In-16, [120] ff. Cont. calf, flat spine gilt, front and back covers decorated 
with gilt fleurons, pained edges, printed end-papers, in cont. pull out slip-case from the 
same calf as the binding, pasted inside with the same papers as end-papers (slip-case 
rubbed at the top, an inscription verso of the front free end-paper). Practical pocket 
commercial arithmetic. 20 leaves of essential arithmetic and multiplication tables. Rare 
gadget. Estreicher XXIII, 214; Żebrawski 1678.  € 1,250.-

Philo Cosmographus. Trinum marinum. Augsburg: Jacob 
Enderlin, 1693. [bound before:] Philo Cosmographus. Arca 
Temporum Mundi Reserata. Augsburg: Jacob Enderlin, 1693. 
In-folio, 62 pp (lacking the leaf with the preface), 29 engrav-
ings; 20 pp (of 64 pp, the first part only, complete with the in-
dex). Old vellum backed boards with small corners, label with 
the title gilt at the spine, edges painted red (end-papers little 
cracked but firm, title remounted, corner of an engraving torn 
off and restored). Another two works published in Augsburg 
by Enderlin exploring the popular subject of the Great Turkish 
War, and supplementing “Cyaneae” (1686), “Theatrum novel-
larum mundi” (1687) or “Cyaneae Redivivae” (1691). The 
number of plates (most, if not all, reused from the previous 
publications) and their arrangement varies from copy to copy, 
the most complete copy contains 

38 illustrations. This copy contains 29 engravings, includ-
ing 6 maps (Black Sea, Chios, Corfu, Cefalonia, Greece, 
Morea) and 13 views (among others Smyrna, Rhodes, 
Famagusta, Thessaloniki, Kamieniec, Kodak, Moscow). 
VD17 3:605737C; VD17 3:605739T  € 1,650.-

Rospis’ rossiīsкim knigam i portretam, kotorye pri 
Imperatorskoī Akademii Nauk v Sankt-Peterburge napecha-
tany i v knizhnoī lavke onoī zhe Akademii bez perepletu 
prodaiutsia. Saint Petersburg: 1873. 8vo, 10 ff, 3 ff (old in-
scription in Russian bottom of the title, paper little rubbed at 
extremities, few pen marks). Two catalogues, the first of 
books and portraits, the second of maps and plans, which 
were printed by Russian Academy of Sciences and were sold 
in its bookshop. Svodnyī katalog 8860, 8859. € 775.-


